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11th September
Club Films and Members Films
What a splendid opening to the season! For the
first time ever we were able to show four fiction
films created by groups of members of the Club.
In recent years Sutton Coldfield Movie Makers
members have become increasingly enthusiastic
about working together to make fictions films.
The evening began with “Grand Designs” - a
comedy made in a day. Then we watched “Moving
Oleta” a drama around the theme of dementia
inspired by the Country and Western song of the
same name. Then “The Decision” - a drama on
the “If” theme. The fourth film was the almost
finished “Wishes”, which is also on the “If” theme.
The evening ended with an excerpt from a Club
film of the World Premiere of “The Birmingham
Spirituals” performed by Birmingham Festival
Choral Society and Birmingham Community
Gospel Choir with BFCS Chamber Orchestra. And
finally member Alan Moore showed his own film of
the puppets “Jack and Grandad” performed by
ventriloquist Andy Markham.

“The Decision”

We were delighted to welcome a number of guests
including several of the actors who had performed
in the films.

25th September
Gordon Cuts Oleta + Julian’s Intro to Facebook
Gordon Hunt went through the Club film “Moving
Oleta” showing how he had made alterations to
Arthur Fletcher’s original edit of the film. Gordon
explained why he made each of his cuts, which
resulted in about 40 seconds being removed from
a ten minute film. Most of it was removed from
the first few minutes.
Julian Austwick introduced Members to SCMM’s
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html

“Grand Designs” - Ian Reed, with
Dave Kinnaird and Trevor Mall
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Julian Austwick introduced Members to SCMM’s
new Facebook Page and explained the mechanics
of joining Facebook and using it. He demonstrated
how it can reach very wide audiences and so is a
good way of letting people know what’s going on
in our Club and perhaps reaching people who
might want to join but didn’t know about our
existence.
Jill introduced the plan for SCMM Members to
make mini “How To” videos to put on the website.
Three Members had each made a little video - and
they’re now on the website for all to see. At our
Fish ‘n Chips meeting in December, all the mini
“How to” videos will be screened at the Club.

9th October
Gordon Hunt with his notes.

One Minute Movie and Five Minute Movie
Competitions
John Gibbs, FACI of Nuneaton Moviemakers kindly
came to judge our competitions. He gave
constructive feedback on each of the films. The
results were:
60 Second Movie:
1st - “Emett” - Roger Lawrie
2nd - “The Night Garden” - Jill Lampert
3rd - “A Winter’s Plea” - Colin Davis
5 Minute Movie:

“Space Invasion”

1st - “Space Invasion” - Jill Lampert
No awards were made for 2nd and 3rd as there
were only three entries.

23rd October
Sutton Coldfield Movie Makers enjoyed hosting
The West Midlands Amateur Film competition for
the Chocolate Soldier Trophy. It was a lively
evening, with many visitors, making a total
audience of something between 50 and 55 people.
Each club which entered was entitled to two votes
in the judging. Clubs were not allowed to vote for
their own entry.

Tim Easton
Competitions
Secretary

The result was:
1st - “Moving Oleta” - Sutton Coldfield Movie
Makers
2nd - “Having a Good Time” - Market
Harborough Movie Makers
3rd - “A Day in the Life of Nathaniel PittLangford” - Nuneaton Moviemakers

The winning club has the pleasure of enjoying
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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The winning club has the pleasure of enjoying the
Chocolate Soldier Trophy for a year, and is
responsible for hosting the competition the
following year. We enjoyed organising a raffle and
buffet, and look forward to building on our
experience. So visitors can expect an even better
evening next year!

The Chocolate
Soldier Trophy

Members of Midland Movie Makers

13th November
Sutton Coldfield Movie Makers hosted the second
leg of the Midland Movie Makers League last night.
The event was very well attended, including 19
visitors from other local film making clubs. We
watched five films. One from each of the visiting
clubs. Members of Sutton Coldfield Movie Makers
judged the films.
The result was:

Alan Atkinson in “Out of the Darkness”

1st - “Out of the Darkness” - Nuneaton Movie
Makers
2nd - “Gravity Canyon” - W.A.V.E. In Long
Eaton
3rd - “Go West Young Man” - Leicester Movie
Makers
After the tea break we enjoyed a selection of films
from Coast Video Club.

27th November

http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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Dave Kinnaird
Julian Austwick and Stella Seaton-Sims
Our judge and
speaker was Stella
Seaton-Sims

The Video to Music Competition was judged by
Stella Seaton-Sims. There were 9 entries.
The results were:
1st - “My Girl” by Julian Austwick
2nd - “Asylum 2” by Doug Hemmings
2nd - “Life’s Too Short” by Ann and Arthur
Fletcher
3rd - “Louvre” by Roger Lawrie

A Shot from Julian Austwick’s “My Girl”

Stella Seaton-Sims gave valuable comments after
each film. She was not afraid to gently point out
the weaknesses of the films, and she gave us
masses of constructive suggestions about ways
each film could be improved.
After the competition was finished Stella
entertained us with a summary of her tips for
successful short film making. She had kindly
prepared an excellent handout for Members to
take away with them. It was a rare treat for us to
have someone with Stella’s extensive experience
at the BBC to comment on our films. Members
went away enthusiastic and fired up to invite
Stella again and to show her even better films
next time.

Tim Easton

Doug Hemmings, Gordon
Hunt and Arthur Fletcher

Stella Seaton-Sims

SCMM members tucking into fish
‘n chips

11th December
Our annual fish ‘n chips night was special this year
because member Ian Reed treated us to a very
well prepared quiz. He arranged us into four
teams and we puzzled over the answers to his
film/TV related questions as we munched our
food.
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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Later we watched the latest batch of mini “how to”
videos. See them on this website: Mini “How To”
videos
Members had brought in clips for us to enjoy.
There was such enthusiasm for this that there
wasn’t time to show them all. The clips which got
the most reaction were sequences of members of
SCMM experimenting with a borrowed drone
without a camera, and later of shots from Arthur
Fletcher’s new drone with a GoPro 4 flying in his
back garden.

Ian Reed overseeing Roger Laurie and
Grahame Tench working on the quiz.

Other clips included an award winning short film,
Grahame’s video of Coniston Water taken with a
compact camera, Andy’s “Camera Angles” project,
and “Imbuvable Feu” - the film made by
Altrincham Film Makers which won the North vs
South competition.
Gordon handed the Harry Adams Trophy (second
prize for North vs South) to Ann and Arthur
Fletcher for “Moving Oleta”.
Gordon Hunt with Ann and Arthur
Fletcher and the Harry Adams Trophy

Some of Grahame’s cameras

Grahame Tench explaining
about the history of the
Standard 8 Cine Camera

More of Grahame’c cameras

8th January 2015
This was nostalgia night. Grahame Tench gave a
very well prepared and very thorough history of
the Standard 8 Camera. What was really special
about his presentation was that he brought along
an astonishing array of cine cameras from his
collection. He took us through the different types
of film, showed us a little film splicer and cine
cameras going through from the 1930s to the
1960s from countries such as Great Britain,
France, Lichtenstein and Japan. I doubt if many
museums could produce a better collection of cine
cameras. Grahame knows each camera
intimately, and was able to give us details of how
it worked and even how much it would have cost
when new.
Gordon Hunt showed us the work he has been
doing on building a diy telecine machine. Gordon
has cine films dating back to when he was only
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html

SMMM members admiring Grahame’s
cine camera collection.
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has cine films dating back to when he was only
sixteen, and he wants to convert them to digital
video. He brought along his equipment, and he
showed us the results of his experiments on
screen.
Basically what is required is to film the cine film
with a digital camcorder. But the challenge is to
get a well focused picture with sufficient light and
no flickering. Exactly how to project the cine film
and what lenses/mirrors/glass to use is what
Gordon is working on. Some of the footage he’d
converted was rather fun. For example there was
a clip of a “walking machine” trampling through
flowers. This was a meccano creation made by
the teenage Gordon.

Julian Austwick and Dave Kinnaird

Gordon Hunt’s Telecine machine

22nd January
This year we asked for ‘story ideas’ rather than full
scripts for the script competition. There were 5
entries. As usual, the competition was judged by
audience vote.
The results were:
1st “Last Day” - Julian Austwick
2nd “Out of the Past” - Ian Reed
3rd “Interrupted Journey” - Julian Austwick
We watched “Stan the Man” which was directed
by Dan Fowlkes and won 5 stars at BIAFF 2014.

Colin (Chick)
Mike Gutowski
Wren
lead singer
reading Ian Reed’s
of
the
‘58’s Blues
story idea.
Band

After the break, we had the screening of the
edited music videos which were filmed during a
rehearsal of The ‘58’s Blues Band on 4th
December 2014. There were at least six cameras
for each take. We each chose which song we’d like
to edit, and we all shared the footage. This gave
us an opportunity to develop our multi-cam
editing skills.

We were delighted to have lead singer Colin
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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We were delighted to have lead singer Colin Wren
in the audience.
It was interesting to see the different approaches
the four different editors had taken. Some used
colour. Some use special effects. One had extra
footage shot specially for the film.

The titles of the script ideas on display

Some of those videos can be seen here: ‘58’s
Blues Band videos

12th February

Roger Lawrie chaired the
meeting
on
12th
February as Gordon was
away

This evening we were given examples of two very
different types of filming. Mike Gutowski showed
us some of his films of car rallies. His
presentation included an explanation of what a car
rally is, for the sake of those who thought it was a
race. We saw entertaining videos, and we learnt
how important it is to choose a good spot to
capture really dramatic pictures. Mike certainly
had chosen some fantastic spots, and he’d
captured hair raising incidents.
The second half of the evening was the ‘Doug ‘n
Dave’ show. Doug Hemmings and Dave Kinnaird
both make wedding videos professionally. They
took us through the key moments in a wedding
that must be filmed. Sometimes the couple want
things included which would not be of interest to
anyone who wasn’t at the wedding. For example
sometimes there is a request for shots of the
entire wedding line where guests congratulate the
newly married couple. Doug and Dave have both
had to learn ways around dealing with blips. For
example what happens if the camera man’s view
is blocked while the wedding ring is being placed
on the bride’s finger? Simple…after the service,
ask them to do it again and film an extreme close
up.

Mike Gutowski

Dave Kinnaird

Map of a rally track.

SCMM members
waiting for their tea

Doug Hemmings

26th February
The Holiday Video Competition
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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Alan Moore chaired the
meeting on 26th February
in Gordon’s absence

Brian Ratcliffe presents the Holiday
Video Trophy to Roger Lawrie
Our judge this evening was Brian Ratcliffe of
Nuneaton Moviemakers. He gave very helpful
comments after each film. In each case he
identified the film maker and spoke directly to him
or her. This created a good atmosphere. It was
almost like having a personal tutorial rather than
what can be a rather cold and impersonal
judgement at the end of the evening.
There were 10 entries from 8 film makers. The
results were:
1st “Not Just an Airport” - Roger Lawrie
2nd “Peace of Beauty” - Jill Lampert
2nd “Port to Port” - Alan Moore
2nd “Suzie visits Chatsworth” - Michael
Finney

“Suzie visits Chatsworth”

“Peace of Beauty”

“Not Just an Airport”

“Port to Port”

12th March
The evening began with a vote on our new LOGO.
Then Andy gave a presentation on what he’d
learnt from Sutton Coldfield Movie Makers. He’d
prepared his presentation as a film of himself
driving to work and talking about what he’d learnt.
So he was demonstrating what a lot he’d learnt
as well as telling us about it! He surveyed the
different ways in which he’s learnt things: chatting
to members, talks given by members and outside
speakers, SCMM “challenges” where we’re all
given a task such as to put a voiceover to a bit of
footage. We learn by doing it, and we learn from
watching what others have done. He talked about
competitions and about being involved in the
making of Club films from “Midsummer Madness”
film in a day to “Wishes” where he was the lead
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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film in a day to “Wishes” where he was the lead
cameraman. Watch the movie here: “What I’ve
Learnt at SCMM”
Our new LOGO
Julian described how he’d developed from not
owning a camcorder to writing, directing and
editing “The Decision”. He described how much he
valued the fact that there are no “Yes men” in
SCMM. People say what they think about your
film or your film idea, and that leads to better
films even though it can be very painful. He
described how he’d developed his ‘storyboarding’
skills and how useful he found that for efficient
filmmaking. Julian ended by showing us a short
film of a wedding which impressed us with just
how far he’s come in less than three years. He
also showed us a little film he’d just made about a
charity abseil, and invited comment from the
audience. He demonstrated that he values what
he can learn from members’ opinions by asking
“How could I have done it better/differently?” We
appreciated his film and tried to suggest things he
might have done differently.

Julian Austwick and Andy Wills

After the break, new member Jack Reid showed a
little infra-red film of hedgehogs in his garden
which he’d put to music. He introduced this with a
fascinating description of his hedgehog project,
which includes marking the hedgehogs with
Tippex!
The evening ended with a wonderful French fiction
film called “Millionaires” which was a prizewinner
at The Festival of Nations last year. This led to an
animated Club discussion about the film’s merits.

SCMM members listening to Julian

28th March
Gordon Hunt explained the basics of colour
matching. He used his Apple Mac laptop directly
on the screen, and demonstrated how to get the
colour right with two shots taken in the same
room but with different lighting. He showed us
how to use the controls in the editing software and
emphasised that decisions about colour are
personal. It is not an exact science and trial and
error has to be used to get the look that pleases
you.

Jack Reid

Gordon had taken the trouble to put different
types of light in each of the rooms of his house
and filmed them from the garden at night to
demonstrate what different sort of light is shed,
but how our eyes get used to it and we don’t
notice.
Andy Wills brought along some samples, and took
orders for Sutton Coldfield Movie Makers branded
clothing which will display our new logo.
During the second half of the evening we watched
two films from the Festival of Nations. “The
Scream” and “The Orgy”.
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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Scream” and “The Orgy”.

Doug Hemmings, Julian Austwick and
Mike Hussey

Andy Wills taking orders for SCMM branded clothing.

Gordon Hunt giving his presentation.

9th April
Wildlife film maker Andy Holt showed his films
“Dragonfly” (Diamond Award at BIAFF 2014) and
“Shrugborough’s Kingfishers” (Five Stars at BIAFF
2014) as well as some very short films on various
wildlife subjects.
Impressive amongst these little films was one
showing off the use of a macro lens. Tiny insects
as small as a pin head could be seen.
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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Andy had prepared a very interesting Power Point
Presentation with slides showing how he made his
films. Dragonfly required at least one all night
stint.
For the Kingfishers he showed us a number of
devices he uses for camouflage. This is necessary
as the Kingfishers are shy. Since entering this film
in BIAFF, Andy has added some Dutch footage of
the inside of a Kingfisher’s nest
Andy works with his wife Helen who came along
and answered questions during the break.

Roger Lawrie, Jack Reid and Andy Holt

Andy Holt and his PowerPoint Presentation

Club members at the beginning of the Terina Talbot lighthearted evening on acting skills.
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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23rd April
Terina Talbot, professional drama practitioner,
gave us a fun evening. She had us all sitting in a
circle to begin with. We were invited to say what
characteristics we thought an actor needed.
This was followed by some warm up acting
games: acting as though it was very hot and then
very cold. Then doing a variety of different
physical activities.
We hardly noticed that we were soon acting - even
the shy ones.
We were split into groups and asked to prepare a
snapshot of a sad moment and a happy moment.
One group had a goal being scored. For the
supporters of the goal winning team this was a
happy moment. For the losing team supporters it
was a sad moment.
The other group depicted a funeral and a new
baby.

Terina Talbot

These scenes were gradually developed.
The football scene included some dialogue. The
other group developed a little scene about a
boxing match.
The other sad scene became Mike Parrish being
knocked out in a boxing match.
One development that we were invited to make
was to reduce the dialogue.
Another was to have someone ‘speak to camera’
saying something surprising which changed the
whole meaning of the scene.
As well as giving us an insight into some ways of
developing acting out scenes, what was striking
about the evening was the cooperation between
Club members.

Jack Reid, Michael Finney, Grahame
Tench and Andy Wills admiring Ann
Fletcher’s new baby!

Terina managed to get us all involved, with much
fun and laughter.

http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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Mike Hussey, Debbie Daniels, John Marshall and Jill Lampert. Mike Parris is out for the
count.

Jill Lampert and David
Wilford

David Wilford and Ann
Fletcher

David Wilford and Roger
Lawrie

14th May
The Video Cup competition was judged by David
Wilford of Market Harborough Movie Makers. He
chose to view the films in advance, and kindly
wrote detailed comments on each film. He
explained that he devised a scoring system to help
him compare the films. He awarded each film up
to 5 points for Technique, Level of Difficulty and
Audience appeal.
The results were:
1st “Space Invasion” - Jill Lampert
2nd “Life’s Too Short” - Ann & Arthur
Fletcher
3rd “Culture & Cuisine” - Roger Lawrie
3rd “Doc’s Not Home” - Roger Lawrie
3rd “My Girl” - Julian Austwick
After the tea break the new Club film “The Shout”
was screened for the first time at the Club. We
were delighted that Wayne “Chuck” Berry, the
firefighter who plays the lead role came along to
the meeting.
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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Julian Austwick, Jill Lampert, Grahame
Tench and David Wilford

Some members of the Crew who made “The
Shout”, with Chuck Berry. (Jill Lampert, Arthur
Fletcher, Ann Fletcher, Chuck Berry, Gordon Hunt
and Alan Moore.)

Debbie Daniels and Dave Kinnaird

Tim Easton (Competitions Secretary) Andy Wills (winner of the Sound Trophy) and Gordon
Hunt (listening for the Sound?)
http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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28th May
The AGM - This followed the usual pattern of
speeches from the officers: It has been an
exceptionally good season from every point of
view.
Certificates for each of the year’s competition
winners were presented.
The following trophies were presented:
Chairman’s Cup - Ian Reed
Best Use Of Sound - “Llanhydrock House” Andy Wills
Best Cinematography, Best Editing and
Entertainment Award - “Space Invasion” - Jill
Lampert
Appointment of the President - Alan Moore was
voted in again. Election of the Committee. All the
members of last year’s committee were reelected. There were no other nominations.
Gordon Hunt (Chairman), Julian Austwick,
Mike Gutowski, Tim Easton, Doug Hemmings,
Roger Lawrie and Jill Lampert.
Under AOB there was a discussion about what
constitutes a “Club” Film. It was agreed that it
was up to the people involved in the film whether
or not they wished to credit their film as a Sutton
Coldfield Movie Makers film. The previous year’s
decision that any film with three or more Club
Members involved would be a “Club Film” was
overturned.

Tim Easton and Julian Austwick

With regard to eligibility for SCMM Club
competitions there was a general consensus that
the fact that more than one person had been
involved in making the film should not exclude it
from being entered in SCMM competitions. It was
left that it is up to individual film makers to use
their own common sense about whether or not
their film is suitable for a Club competition. It was
also agreed informally that the Competitions
Secretary should accept all entries.
It is clear that Members are enjoying cooperative
film making and are keen to involve new
members.
The evening ended with the showing of films made
by those who had risen to the Challenge to edit
Dave Kinnaird’s footage and use sound effects. It
was striking how sound effects can make such a
huge difference to the atmosphere and even the
meaning aof the same clips. Good fun. Thank
you Dave!

http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html

Gordon Hunt, Tim Easton and Jill Lampert
with the “Best Editing” Trophy.
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Tim Easton and Roger Lawrie

The Five Trophies presented at the AGM

Ian Reed accepting the Chairman’s Cup from Gordon Hunt

Top

http://suttoncoldfieldmoviemakers.org.uk/reports2014_15.html
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